FrenchCreek Production Moves Corporate Headquarters to
New Location
Franklin, PA - July, 2013 – FrenchCreek Production, Inc (FCP) a Franklin, PA based manufacturer of
quality Fall Protection and Rescue/Recovery Systems, has officially announced it will be moving the
Corporate Headquarters and manufacturing factory to a new location.
Located only ½ mile from the current facility, FrenchCreek’s new home is a 45,000+ square foot
building located at 100 North Thirteenth Street in Franklin, PA. Sitting on 6+ acres, the structure will
feature a large manufacturing facility with warehouse, a reception and customer service center, and a
multitude of individual offices and conference rooms.
Jason Wible, President of FrenchCreek said, “This transition comes at a very strategic time for FCP, as
the company has experienced substantial growth in the past few years. We have been on the verge of
outgrowing our current location for some time, and it has taken a while to find a suitable building and
location that fits our needs and anticipated growth. Remaining within the City of Franklin was the
primary goal during our relocation efforts. FCP has a strong local connection with the city, plus it’s
easily accessible and centrally located within our region. The new building is ideal in many facets,
including the size of the building itself, its contemporary appeal, the large parking area, and the large
scenic campus that is beautifully situated alongside French Creek – the waterway in which the
company was named. All in all, the property is a perfect fit, but we will still need to do some
renovations to make it absolutely ideal for the company and all of our employees.”
FrenchCreek Manufacturing Manager, Chris Williams said, “Moving the operation while being
increasingly busy may prove to be cumbersome and daunting. However, through careful planning and
execution, we intend the move to be relatively seamless for our customers. The goal is to ultimately
increase effectiveness and supply through manufacturing, which the new building alone will facilitate,
but we are also taking this opportunity to upgrade some equipment and manufacturing processes to
improve efficiency across the board.”
Although FrenchCreek’s physical address will be changing, their phone, fax, and employee email
addresses will all remain the same.
About FrenchCreek Production:
FrenchCreek Production, founded in 1992 and based in Franklin, Pennsylvania, is a manufacturer and
national supplier of Fall Protection and Rescue/Recovery Systems throughout the United States. With
a multitude of independent distributors selling the FrenchCreek name or products, the company
continues on a consistent and positive growth trend. For more information on FrenchCreek
Production, Inc. please visit www.frenchcreekproduction.com.
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